Linkages between Arctic sea ice cover, large-scale atmospheric circulation, and weather and ice conditions in the Gulf of Bothnia, Baltic Sea
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Abstract During years 1980/1981–2012/2013, inter-annual variations in sea ice and snow thickness in Kemi, in the northern coast of the Gulf of Bothnia, Baltic Sea, depended on the air temperature, snow fall, and rain. Inter-annual variations in the November—April mean air temperature, accumulated total precipitation, snow fall, and rain, as well as ice and snow thickness in Kemi and ice concentration in the Gulf of Bothnia correlated with inter-annual variations of the Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO), Arctic Oscillation (AO), North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO), Scandinavian Pattern (SCA), and Polar / Eurasian Pattern (PEU). The strong role of PDO is a new finding. In general, the relationships with PDO were approximately equally strong as those with AO, but rain and sea ice concentration were better correlated with PDO. The correlations with PDO were, however, not persistent; for a study period since 1950 the correlations were much lower. During 1980/1981—2012/2013, also the Pacific / North American Pattern (PNA) and El Nino–Southern Oscillation (ENSO) had statistical connections with the conditions in the Gulf of Bothnia, revealed by analyzing their effects combined with those of PDO and AO. A reduced autumn sea ice area in the Arctic was related to increased rain and total precipitation in the following winter in Kemi. This correlation was significant for the Pan-Arctic sea ice area in September, October, and November, and for the November sea ice area in the Barents / Kara seas.
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1 Introduction

The Baltic Sea is a semi-enclosed sea located in the Northern Europe (10°—30°E, 53°—66°N; Figure 1). The sea is shallow with an average depth of about 55 m, and the water is brackish with an average salinity roughly 20% of the open ocean value. In the Baltic Sea, the ice season lasts from a few weeks in the southern coast up to half a year in the northern Gulf of Bothnia. The primary motivation to study sea ice in the Baltic Sea has been related to winter navigation and, more recently, climate research. The extent and thickness of the ice cover and the duration of the ice season are important for navigation, offshore industries, fishing, and recreational use of the sea[1]. Inter-annual variations in winter weather and sea ice conditions in the Baltic Sea region are very large, which generates an interest to better understand the factors controlling these variations. Already for centuries there has been an interest to monitor the ice extent and thickness[2]. The historical sea ice extents since 1720 have been estimated[3].

The atmosphere is the primary driving force for ice conditions in the Baltic Sea; the effects of the Atlantic Ocean are reduced by the narrow, shallow straits between Sweden and Denmark in the southwestern Baltic Sea (Figure 1a). As...
the Baltic Sea is located in the transition zone between mild North-Atlantic winters and cold continental Eurasian winters (Figure 1b), the winter climate is sensitive to variations in the large-scale wind direction. The effects of weather conditions on the Baltic Sea ice cover have been studied extensively\textsuperscript{[4-13]}. These studies have mostly focused on the effects of the Arctic Oscillation (AO) and North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) on the extent and duration of the ice season.

Figure 1   a, Map of the Baltic Sea with the study site Kemi marked by the red star. The red line marks the southern border of the Gulf of Bothnia, and the white color indicates the maximum sea ice extent in a typical winter (1995—1996); b, Mid-winter (December–February) mean 2-m air temperature averaged over 1980—2013. The black box approximately indicates the region shown in (a).

Only few efforts have been made to detect linkages between Baltic Sea ice cover and large-scale indices other than AO and NAO. Jevrejeva et al.\textsuperscript{[9]} demonstrated that the variability of the Baltic Sea ice cover in inter-annual and decadal time scales is closely related to AO variability and, less strongly, also to the El Nino—Southern Oscillation (ENSO) variability. Other teleconnections may also be involved in the mechanisms linking the recent rapid Arctic sea ice decline with mid-latitude weather and climate\textsuperscript{[14-16]}. Several studies have suggested that the effects may differ a lot between various mid-latitude regions, but none of the studies so far has focused on the Baltic Sea region.

The effects of large-scale weather conditions on sea ice thickness have received much less attention than the effects on sea ice extent in the Baltic Sea. On the basis of thickness observations Koslowski and Loewe\textsuperscript{[4]} calculated the areal ice volume for small coastal areas in the southern Baltic Sea, and showed that it is negatively correlated with the NAO index. The effects of local atmospheric conditions on sea ice thickness have been addressed by several modelling studies\textsuperscript{[17-20]}. The thermodynamic growth of sea ice in the Baltic Sea largely depends on the heat exchange between air and sea water, the radiative and turbulent heat fluxes at the ice/snow surface, the heat flux at the ice bottom, and the effect of precipitation\textsuperscript{[18-19]}. In seasonal scale, the air temperature and precipitation are the most important thermodynamic forcing factors. The interaction of ice and snow thickness is complicated due to, among others, the two opposite effects of snow on the ice thickness: reducing the ice growth via thermal insulation and enhancing the ice growth via snow-to-ice transformation\textsuperscript{[19-21]}.

As a summary, previous studies have mostly focused on the effects of AO and NAO on the Baltic Sea ice cover, with little or no attention to potential effects of other globally important teleconnection patterns. These include the Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO), the Pacific/North American Pattern (PNA), and ENSO. In addition, there are regionally important patterns that have received relatively little attention: the Scandinavian (SCA), East Atlantic (EA), East Atlantic/West Russian (EAWR), and Polar/Eurasian (PEU) patterns.

The large-scale weather conditions related to the various indices can be characterized as follows. High positive NAO and AO indices reflect strong westerlies over the North Atlantic, which bring mild and moist maritime air over the Baltic Sea\textsuperscript{[22]} and consequently delay freezing and favour ice melt. Negative NAO and AO indices are associated with a weakening or even blocking of the westerly airflow over the Atlantic Ocean, and favour a larger sea ice extent in the Baltic Sea. PDO represents the leading principal component of North Pacific (north of 20°N) monthly sea surface temperature variability. These variations affect the atmospheric pressure field; when PDO is positive, the wintertime Aleutian low is deeper and shifted southwards\textsuperscript{[23]}. The teleconnections to Northern Europe are not well known (discussed in Section 4). The sea surface temperature variations associated with ENSO generate atmospheric pressure variations in the western Pacific: the warm (positive) phase of ENSO is related to a high pressure and the cold (negative) phase to a low pressure. The related teleconnections are widespread\textsuperscript{[24]}.

As a summary, previous studies have mostly focused on the effects of AO and NAO on the Baltic Sea ice cover, with little or no attention to potential effects of other globally important teleconnection patterns. These include the Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO), the Pacific/North American Pattern (PNA), and ENSO. In addition, there are regionally important patterns that have received relatively little attention: the Scandinavian (SCA), East Atlantic (EA), East Atlantic/West Russian (EAWR), and Polar/Eurasian (PEU) patterns.

The large-scale weather conditions related to the various indices can be characterized as follows. High positive NAO and AO indices reflect strong westerlies over the North Atlantic, which bring mild and moist maritime air over the Baltic Sea\textsuperscript{[22]} and consequently delay freezing and favour ice melt. Negative NAO and AO indices are associated with a weakening or even blocking of the westerly airflow over the Atlantic Ocean, and favour a larger sea ice extent in the Baltic Sea. PDO represents the leading principal component of North Pacific (north of 20°N) monthly sea surface temperature variability. These variations affect the atmospheric pressure field; when PDO is positive, the wintertime Aleutian low is deeper and shifted southwards\textsuperscript{[23]}. The teleconnections to Northern Europe are not well known (discussed in Section 4). The sea surface temperature variations associated with ENSO generate atmospheric pressure variations in the western Pacific: the warm (positive) phase of ENSO is related to a high pressure and the cold (negative) phase to a low pressure. The related teleconnections are widespread\textsuperscript{[24]}.

The positive phase of the PNA is associated with positive anomalies in the 500-hPa geopotential height in the regions of Hawaii and west of the Rocky Mountains and negative anomalies south of the Aleutian Islands and in the southeastern USA. During
the positive phase the East Asian jet stream is strong, whereas during the negative phase the jet stream is located further east and typically breaks in two branches over the over the central North Pacific.

The positive phase of SCA is associated with positive anomalies in the 500-hPa geopotential height over Scandinavia and western Russia, while during the negative phase negative anomalies prevail over these regions. The structure of the EA pattern resembles NAO, and its positive phase is often interpreted as a southward shifted NAO\[25\]. The positive phase of EAWR is associated with positive 500-hPa height anomalies over Europe and northern China and negative anomalies over North Atlantic and north of the Caspian Sea. The positive phase of PEU is associated with positive geopotential anomalies over China and Mongolia and negative anomalies over the Arctic.

Previous studies have mostly focused on the sea ice extent and duration of the ice season with very little or no attention to the effects of large-scale atmospheric conditions on ice and snow thickness in the Baltic Sea. Hence, in this study we focus on sea ice and snow thickness in the Gulf of Bothnia, northern Baltic Sea, during 33 winters, 1980/1981—2012/2013. Our objectives are to find out (a) how sea ice and snow thickness in the Gulf of Bothnia are controlled by the combined effects of local air temperature and precipitation; (b) which large-scale circulation conditions, characterized by indices of AO, NAO, PDO, PNA, and ENSO, favour low/high temperatures and excessive/little snow fall/rain; and (c) if variations in weather, snow, and sea ice conditions in the Gulf of Bothnia are related, via large-scale atmospheric circulation, to the recent rapid changes in the Arctic sea ice cover.

2 Material and methods

2.1 Site of research and data

We focus on snow and sea ice thickness, which have been measured in Kemi (24.5°E, 65.7°N; Figure 1) once a week over 33 years (winters 1980/1981—2012/2013). In this study the ice season is defined as from 1 November to 30 April. The 33-year average sea ice and snow thicknesses were 46 and 13 cm, respectively. The 33-year averages for the annual maximum values were 73 cm for ice thickness and 26 cm for snow thickness. For comparison, we also used data on the seasonal maximum snow thickness measured on land in the vicinity of the sea ice observation site. The study site at Kemi is located in the land-fast ice zone, where the sea ice thickness is controlled by thermodynamics. In this paper we only address atmospheric forcing factors, but recognize that also the autumn heat content of the sea is important.

Meteorological observations were made at Kemi-Tornio airport some 20 km north of the snow and ice measurement site. Daily mean air temperature and daily accumulated total precipitation were used to calculate mean temperature and accumulated total precipitation for each winter. The total precipitation ($P$) consists of snowfall ($S$) and rain/sleet ($R$). A threshold temperature of 0.5°C was applied to estimate $S$ and $R$ from $P$\[26\]. The 33-year means of winter mean, minimum, and maximum air temperature were $-6.6°C$, $-27.5°C$, and 6.1°C, respectively. The 33-year mean total winter precipitation was 219 mm water equivalent (weq), of which 160 and 59 mm weq were snowfall and rain/sleet, respectively.

The monthly index values of AO, NAO, PNA, SCA, PEU, EA, and EAWR were taken from the NOAA Climate Prediction Centre (http://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/products/precip/CWlink/daily_ao_index/teleconnections.shtml and http://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/data/teledoc/telecontents.shtml). The AO index was calculated as the leading empirical orthogonal function of monthly mean Northern Hemisphere mean-sea-level pressure anomalies poleward of 20°N\[27\]. The PNA, NAO, SCA, PEU, EA, and EAWR indices were calculated using the Rotated Principal Component Analysis\[25\]. The analysis was applied to monthly standardized 500-mb height anomalies poleward of 20°N. The EA and EAWR indices did not have any statistically significant correlations with our observations, and are therefore not further discussed.

The monthly PDO values were taken from the NOAA / University of Washington, Joint Institute for the Study of the Atmosphere and Ocean (http://jisao.washington.edu/pdo/PDO.latest). To quantify the El Nino—Southern Oscillation (ENSO), we used the Monthly Multivariate ENSO Index from the NOAA Earth System Research Laboratory (http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/enso/mei/table.html).

In addition to local observations at Kemi, we applied the ERA-Interim reanalysis\[28\] to calculate the area-averaged 2-m air temperature, sea-ice concentration, and accumulated values for total precipitation, snow fall and rain over the Gulf of Bothnia.

We also applied data on the sea ice area in the Arctic Ocean and its marginal seas, taken from the National Snow and Ice Data Center (http://nsidc.org/data/seacie_index/archives.html). The sea ice area is the sum of the area covered by sea ice, calculated on the basis of satellite remote sensing information of sea ice concentration.

2.2 Methods

Pearson’s correlation coefficients ($r$) were calculated to study bilateral statistical relationships between variables. The stepwise multi-linear regression analysis\[29\] was applied to identify further statistical relationships. First, we studied how inter-annual variations in the observed snow and ice parameters (seasonal mean and maximum values) are related to inter-annual variations in air temperature (seasonal mean, minimum, and maximum) and precipitation ($P$, $S$ and $R$). Second, we studied how variations in the large-scale indices AO, NAO, PDO, PNA, ENSO, SCA, and PEU are related to variations in the observed meteorological and snow/ice conditions in the Gulf of Bothnia. Finally, we studied the links (via large-scale atmospheric circulation) between the Arctic sea ice cover and meteorological and snow/ice
conditions in the Gulf of Bothnia.

We applied the Climate Reanalyzer software of the Climate Change Institute at the University of Maine, USA, to calculate and plot spatial distributions and correlations of meteorological and ice/snow variables.

3 Results

3.1 Local relationships in the Gulf of Bothnia

The statistical relationships between the local weather forcing factors (air temperature, $P$, $S$, $R$) and the snow and ice thickness observed in Kemi are summarized in Table 1. The seasonal average ice thickness ($H_{ave}$) is mainly dominated by the seasonal average air temperature ($T_{ave}$) followed by the seasonal minimum air temperature ($T_{min}$). For seasonal maximum ice thickness ($H_{max}$), also the total precipitation gives a positive impact, but its statistical significance is small; an $r$ value of 0.75 (instead of 0.77) would be achieved without $P$ included in the equation. The weak or no effect of precipitation variables on ice thickness is due to their compensating effects. A positive contribution to ice thickness may result from two processes: (1) heavy snowfall in early winter, when the ice is still thin, often causes snow-ice formation via sea water flooding and refreezing\cite{32,33}, and (2) heavy precipitation (liquid and solid) provides a large source for superimposed ice formation. After percolation to snow-ice interface, rain water refreezes to superimposed ice all through winter and spring, whereas accumulated snow refreezes to superimposed ice during the spring melt period, as demonstrated by observations\cite{32} and model experiments\cite{20} for the Baltic Sea. A negative contribution to ice thickness also results from two processes: (1) the role of snowfall as an insulator, reducing ice growth, and (2) the effect of rain in reducing the surface albedo, thus enhancing ice melt. The positive and negative effects seem to compensate each other, keeping the net effect of total precipitation very small (in the case of $H_{max}$) or indistinguishable (in the case of $H_{ave}$).

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regression equation</th>
<th>$r$</th>
<th>$rms$</th>
<th>$p$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$H_{ave} = -2.3T_{ave} - 0.39T_{min} + 739$</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>8.6e^{-5}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_{max} = -1.5T_{min} - 2.2T_{ave} + 0.03P + 1003$</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>5.3e^{-4}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_{ave} = -1.5T_{ave} - 0.05R + 0.03S + 415$</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>1.5e^{-3}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The seasonal mean and maximum snow thicknesses ($H_{ave}$ and $H_{max}$, respectively) are affected by $T_{ave}$, $R$, and $S$ (Table 1). A low $T_{ave}$ contributes positively to $H_{ave}$ as there is less snow melt during a cold winter. $S$ naturally increases the snow thickness, whereas $R$ reduces it. Rain causes snow metamorphism, increasing the snow density and, accordingly, reducing the layer thickness. Further, the snow albedo is reduced by rain\cite{30}, which enhances the spring melt. Unlike $H_{ave}$, $H_{max}$ is more strongly related to $S$ than to $R$. This we interpret resulting from the strong effects of major individual snow fall events on $H_{max}$.

It is noteworthy that the maximum snow thickness on land ($H_{max}$) is more directly affected by precipitation ($S$ and $R$) than by $T_{ave}$ (Table 1). Compared to snow accumulation on sea ice, the snow accumulation on land is a more direct result of precipitation, as there is no mass transformation with the underlying soil. In the case of snow on sea ice, the thermodynamic processes of mass transformation (snow-ice and superimposed ice formation) make $H_{max}$ more sensitive to temperature.

Wind speed did not have any statistically significant relationships with the observed inter-annual variations in ice and snow thickness.

The measurement station in Kemi well represents the land-fast ice zone in the Gulf of Bothnia, but does not equally well represent the drift ice zone, where sea ice thickness is to some extent also affected by ice dynamics via ridging and rafting. The seasonal mean air temperature measured at Kemi-Tornio airport correlates, however, very well with the ERA-Interim based area-averaged 2-m air temperature over the Gulf of Bothnia ($r$=0.93) and with the seasonal maximum ice extent in the whole Baltic Sea ($r$=−0.84), i.e. in a scale of the order of 1 000 km.

3.2 Relationships between large-scale indices and weather and ice conditions in the Gulf of Bothnia

It is well known that air temperatures in Northern Europe are strongly affected by NAO and AO (see the Introduction). This relationship for our study period (November—April in 1980/1981—2012/2013) is illustrated in Figure 2; the maximum effects of AO and NAO are felt within and around our study region, with the correlation coefficient ($r$) of approximately 0.6 for AO and 0.4—0.5 for NAO. The PDO and PNA indices are negatively correlated with 2-m air temperature, and for PDO the magnitude of $r$ is approximately equal high as for NAO, but for PNA it is lower. SCA, ENSO and PEU have near-zero correlations in our study region of Kemi and the Gulf of Bothnia, but SCA has large areas of significant positive and negative correlations in the surrounding regions (Figure 2).
Figure 2  Correlation coefficient between 2-m air temperature and AO, NAO (principal component), PDO, PNA, ENSO, SCA, and PEU in November—April in 1980/1981—2012/2013. Areas where the Pearson correlation coefficient differs from zero at least at the 95% probability are plotted.
The correlation patterns for AO and NAO resemble each other, as do the patterns for PDO and PNA. This is not surprising, as some of the indices correlate mutually ($r < 0.05$): AO positively with NAO ($r = 0.79$) and negatively with SCA ($r = -0.71$), PDO ($r = -0.45$) and PNA ($r = -0.40$); NAO negatively with SCA ($r = -0.44$); PDO positively with PNA ($r = 0.63$), ENSO ($r = 0.55$), and SCA ($0.37$); and PNA positively with ENSO ($r = 0.61$) (see the time series in Figure 3).

![Figure 3](image)

**Figure 3** Time series of the monthly mean AO, NAO, PEU, PDO, PNA, ENSO, and SCA indices.

Next we shift our focus to our observations at Kemi and the ERA-Interim results for area-averaged variables over the Gulf of Bothnia for November—April in 1980/1981—2012/2013. Statistically significant bilateral correlations were found between the large-scale indices and the following variables: area-averages of winter mean air temperature ($T_{GB}$), precipitation ($P_{GB}$), and sea-ice concentration ($SIC_{GB}$) over the Gulf of Bothnia, winters means of air temperature ($T_{K}$), ice thickness ($H_{SK}$), and snow thickness ($H_{SRS}$) in Kemi, as well as accumulated total precipitation ($P_{K}$), snow fall ($S_{K}$), and rain ($R_{K}$) in Kemi. The results are summarized in Table 2. It is noteworthy that PDO has more and stronger correlations with meteorological and snow/ice variables in the Gulf of Bothnia than NAO. Considering all the variables studied, PDO appears as important as AO. SCA is important for the area-averaged temperature and precipitation over the Gulf of Bothnia, and PEU correlates with precipitation and rain (Table 2). The roles of AO, NAO and, to some extent, SCA and PEU in the Baltic Sea and Northern Europe are well known, but the effect of PDO has not received much attention so far.

It is evident that the weather and snow/ice conditions in the Gulf of Bothnia are not affected by a single large-scale circulation index at a time. Hence, we carried out multiple regression analyses to study their combined effects. In the case of seven variables, $T_{GB}$, $T_{K}$, $P_{GB}$, $P_{K}$, $S_{K}$, $R_{K}$, $H_{SK}$, and $SIC_{GB}$, a combination of two or three large-scale indices yielded a better degree of explanation than a single index (Table 3). The strong statistical relationships with PDO are evident; it is the most important term in five equations and the second-most important term in one equation. AO is the most important term in the equation for $T_{GB}$ and SCA in the equation for $P_{GB}$. It is noteworthy that although PNA and ENSO did not have any statistically significant bilateral correlations with the temperature, precipitation and snow/ice variables in the Gulf of Bothnia, they improve the degree of explanation when included in the multiple regression equations. PNA is present in four of the seven equations, improving the degree

### Table 2  Correlation coefficients between large-scale indices (AO, NAO, PDO, SCA, and PEU) and local/regional variables $T_{GB}$, $T_{K}$, $P_{GB}$, $P_{K}$, $S_{K}$, $R_{K}$, $H_{SK}$, $H_{SRS}$, and $SIC_{GB}$. See the text for definition of symbols. The winter mean and accumulated values are calculated for the November—April period. Correlation coefficients significant at confidence level $p < 0.01$ are marked as bold, whereas the other values shown are significant at $p < 0.05$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$T_{GB}$</th>
<th>$T_{K}$</th>
<th>$P_{GB}$</th>
<th>$P_{K}$</th>
<th>$S_{K}$</th>
<th>$R_{K}$</th>
<th>$H_{SK}$</th>
<th>$H_{SRS}$</th>
<th>$SIC_{GB}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AO</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.35</td>
<td>-0.38</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAO</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>-0.43</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDO</td>
<td>-0.54</td>
<td>-0.52</td>
<td>-0.46</td>
<td>-0.38</td>
<td>-0.40</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCA</td>
<td>-0.51</td>
<td>-0.54</td>
<td>-0.35</td>
<td>-0.41</td>
<td>-0.39</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEU</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3  Multiple regression equations for air temperature, accumulated precipitation, accumulated snow fall, and sea ice concentration, as explained by the combined effects of large-scale indices. The indices are written in the order of their statistical significance for the equation. See the text for definitions of symbols. The air temperatures are in Kelvins, precipitation variables in mm weq, and sea ice concentration in percentages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Multiple regression equation</th>
<th>$r$</th>
<th>$rmse$</th>
<th>$p$</th>
<th>Multiple regression equation</th>
<th>$r$</th>
<th>$rmse$</th>
<th>$p$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$T_{GB} = 1.24AO - 1.21PDO + 1.88PNA - 271.7$</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>$2 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>$S_{GB} = -38.6PDO + 48.0PNA - 156$</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>$5 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{K} = -1.31PDO + 1.19AO + 1.85PNA - 266.4$</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>$2 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>$R_{K} = -16.7PDO - 30.9PEU + 61$</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>$9 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{GB} = -0.08SCA - 6.09PEU + 47$</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>$2 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>$SIC_{GB} = 9.94PDO - 5.4ENSO + 29$</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>$2 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{K} = -65.6PDO + 68.5PNA + 216$</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>$2 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
of explanation that AO and PDO provide for $T_{GB}$ and $T_k$, and the one that PDO provides for $P_K$ and $S_K$. The inter-annual variability of precipitation in the Gulf of Bothnia is best explained by the combined effects of SCA and PEU, and the variability of sea ice concentration by PDO and ENSO. The strongest relationships based on multiple regression analyses are illustrated in Figure 4.

![Figure 4](image)

**Figure 4** The combined effect of AO, PDO, and PNA on $T_{GB}$ (a) and $T_k$ (b) on the basis of the multiple regression analysis.

To better understand how the combined effects of AO, PDO, and PNA are related to large-scale wind field over the Gulf of Bothnia, we present in Figure 5 the December—February mean 500 hPa geopotential height maps for three winters when the parameter $C_{TGB} = 1.24AO - 1.21PDO + 1.88PNA - 271.7$ reached its highest values (1999/2000, 2006/2007, and 2011/2012) and for three winters when it reached its lowest values (1983/1984, 1995/1996, and 2012/2013). We see from Figure 5 that winters with a high $C_{TGB}$ are associated with a low 500 hPa geopotential (lower than 5 280 m in all three winters) and, except in winter 2011/2012, a high geopotential gradient over the Gulf of Bothnia. These are related to strong winds, a high cyclone activity, and advection of warm marine air masses from the North Atlantic. These conditions favour high air temperatures over the Gulf of Bothnia. In the winters with a low $C_{TGB}$ the 500 hPa geopotentials over the Gulf of Bothnia were higher (always more than 5 270 m and in 1995/1996 and 2012/2013 more than 5 340 m) and the gradients were weak, except in 1983/1984. These were associated with a high surface pressure, reduced cloud cover, and weaker westerly winds than in the winters with a high $C_{TGB}$.

Accordingly, in the period studied the variability of $C_{TGB}$ was associated with large-scale flow patterns basically similar to those associated with the variability of AO and NAO. This raises the question if PDO has causal effects on weather over the Gulf of Bothnia, or if the statistical relationships only reflect PDO’s statistical links with AO ($r = -0.45$). With a very low correlation with NAO ($r = -0.17$), PDO does not reflect linear causal effects of NAO variability on weather over the Gulf of Bothnia (in the 33-year period studied; over longer time scales the variability of PDO and NAO more resemble each other\cite{34}). Although the statistical relationships detected between PDO and conditions in the Gulf of Bothnia may be partly related to the significant anti-correlation between PDO and AO, we note that the multiple regression equations presented in Table 3 would have clearly worse statistical scores ($r$, $rmse$, and $p$ values), if only AO and PNA were included without PDO. Also, the bilateral correlations with precipitation and snow/ice variables are better for PDO than for AO (Table 1). We further compared the populations of winters when PDO and AO belonged to the highest and lowest 30% of their values during the study period (ten winters in each group). If the correlations between PDO and the Gulf of Bothnia variables would mostly reflect PDO’s statistical links with AO, the winters with a high PDO and the winters with a low AO should be mostly the same winters, but only five (50%) of the winters were the same. The same was true for the winters with a low PDO and high AO: only five winters were the same.

We found out, however, that the correlations between PDO and air temperature and precipitation in the Gulf of Bothnia were unstable. A record of meteorological data since 1950 was available from Oulunsalo, along the coast of the Gulf of Bothnia some 100 km south of Kemi. During this period, the correlation between PDO and air temperature was only $-0.24$ (compared to $-0.52$ for Kemi since 1980/1981) and the one between PDO and precipitation was $0.04$ (compared to $-0.46$).

Altogether, the results suggests that during 1980/1882—2012/2013 there was some causal teleconnection from the North Pacific to the Gulf of Bothnia (and probably to many other regions too).

### 3.3 Links to Arctic sea ice cover

Here we present simple statistical analyses on the observed relationships between the Arctic sea ice area and weather and snow/ice conditions in the Gulf of Bothnia (Table 4). The total precipitation and rain accumulated in Kemi in November—April period had a significant correlation with the Pan-Arctic sea ice area (including the Arctic Ocean and
marginal seas) in September, October, and November and, separately, with November sea ice area in the Barents and Kara seas. Less sea ice area in the Arctic was associated with more total precipitation and rain in Kemi. Significant correlations were detected neither for the accumulated snow fall in Kemi nor for any of the precipitation variables averaged over the Gulf of Bothnia. The latter may be related to the worse accuracy of the averaged values, based on ERA-Interim reanalysis instead of in-situ observation.

In addition to the statistically significant results reported in Table 4, it is interesting to note that variations in October—November sea ice area as far as in the Sea of Okhotsk have

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Arctic sea ice area variable</th>
<th>r for $P_k$</th>
<th>r for $R_k$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arctic sea ice area in September</td>
<td>-0.46</td>
<td>-0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arctic sea ice area in October</td>
<td>-0.43</td>
<td>-0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arctic sea ice area in November</td>
<td>-0.38</td>
<td>-0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barents–Kara Sea ice area—in November</td>
<td>-0.43</td>
<td>-0.49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
almost significant correlations with the November–April mean air temperature over the Gulf of Bothnia ($r = -0.30, p = 0.09$), accumulated precipitation in Kemi ($r = -0.31, p = 0.08$), and maximum sea ice thickness in Kemi ($r = 0.30, p = 0.08$). The Arctic sea ice area did not correlate with air temperature, ice thickness, snow thickness, and sea ice concentration in the Gulf of Bothnia or Kemi. This was the case for the Pan-Arctic sea ice area and that in the Arctic Ocean and any of the marginal seas. The Pan-Arctic sea ice area had, however, an almost significant correlation with the maximum ice thickness in Kemi ($r = 0.33, p = 0.06$).

4 Discussion and conclusions

During winters 1980/1981—2012/2013, inter-annual variations in the winter air temperature, accumulated total precipitation, snow fall, and rain, as well as ice and snow thickness and ice concentration in the Gulf of Bothnia were statistically related to inter-annual variations in PDO, AO, NAO, SCA and PEU. The relationships were stronger with PDO than with NAO, SCA and PEU, and approximately equally strong with PDO and AO. The accumulated rain in Kemi and sea ice concentration in the Gulf of Bothnia were, however, better correlated with PDO than with AO. The strong relationships with PDO are a new finding. PDO was not even mentioned in the recent reviews of sea ice[13], physical oceanography[33], and weather and climate[22] in the Baltic Sea.

The factors controlling PDO variability are largely unknown, but the global importance of PDO is well demonstrated[34], while the physical mechanisms connecting the Pacific Ocean surface temperature fields and local weather in the Gulf of Bothnia are not well understood. Some possible mechanisms have been suggested. Due to regional cancellations of warming and cooling, PDO does not account for local weather in the Gulf of Bothnia or Kemi. This was the case for the Pan-Arctic sea ice area and that in the Arctic Ocean and any of the marginal seas. The Pan-Arctic sea ice area had, however, an almost significant correlation with the maximum ice thickness in Kemi ($r = 0.33, p = 0.06$).

For area-averaged precipitation over the Gulf of Bothnia, SCA was the most important large-scale index. The combined effect of SCA and PEU yielded a rather high correlation and a particularly small root-mean-squared error. Also PNA and ENSO had statistical connections with the conditions in the Gulf of Bothnia, although not significant bilateral correlations. It is noteworthy that the inter-annual variability of sea ice concentration in the Gulf of Bothnia was statistically best explained by the combined effects of PDO and ENSO. The influence of ENSO on sea ice in the Baltic Sea has been suggested already by Jevrejeva et al.[9]. The physical mechanisms of this teleconnection are not well understood but, in general, ENSO is regarded as the most important driver of natural variability of the global mean surface temperature[34].

Rain and total precipitation accumulated in November—April in Kemi, the Gulf of Bothnia, are statistically related with Arctic sea ice cover in September—November. A reduced autumn sea ice, in the all Arctic and in the Barents/Kara seas alone, is related to increased rain and total precipitation in the following winter. This is understandable, as more open ocean in autumn is supposed to increase evaporation. Also previous studies have suggested that reduction of Arctic sea ice cover may yield increase in precipitation in certain mid-latitude locations. These include the British Isles, Central Europe, and Southern Scandinavia[38], Mediterranean[39], and parts of China[37-40,42]. However, the positive precipitation anomaly associated with Arctic sea ice decline did not reach the Gulf of Bothnia but occurred further southwest. During our study period, the Arctic sea ice cover did not have any significant correlations with air temperature and sea ice conditions in the Gulf of Bothnia. This may be due to the dominating effects of PDO and AO on air temperature and sea ice conditions in our study region. The variability of PDO and AO is not dominated by variability of the Arctic sea ice cover, although there seems to be some effect on AO[35]. The tendency of the Arctic sea ice decline to cause a negative phase of AO may be partly compensated by the fact that when there is less sea ice in the Barents Sea, the cases of cold-air advection from the north are less cold in the Gulf of Bothnia than in conditions with a lot of sea ice in the north.

Although our study did not reveal any statistically significant correlations with the EA and EAWR indices, we note that in individual months EA may be very important in explaining the north/southward shifts of NAO’s centers of action and related effects on air temperature in Europe[43].

Although the links with the sea ice area in the Sea of Okhotsk were not significant at $P < 0.05$, the results were interesting. Also several previous studies have detected links between the Sea of Okhotsk sea ice cover and weather conditions in remote areas. The proposed physical mechanisms have been related to sea ice loss and its effects on increased cyclogenesis and strengthening of the North Pacific storm track[36, 44] and generation of stationary patterns of planetary waves (so-called wave trains)[37, 45-46].
Our findings present a call for more studies to better understand the physical mechanisms responsible for the hemispheric-scale teleconnections.
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